
ESP Thinking about… 
The Ideal Personality Type 
Hello again from ESP headquarters.  This is the fifth “ESP Thinking about…” update on the 
importance of understanding why there is no ideal personality type.  I’m addressing the 
expression “ideal” because it needs to be exposed as a flawed concept.  The MBTI identifies 
your type in terms of your certainty of a set of preferences for perceiving the world and acting 
on these preferences.  While your preferences naturally lead you to habitually think and act in 
certain general patterns, your preferences are not compelling or restrictive.  Normal behavior 
involves overriding your preferences all day long as you face different situations.  In other 
words, your personality never “makes” you do anything.  The only thing your personality type 
describes is which behavior you trust the most or is most comfortable.  Said another way your 
type describes which behavior takes the most energy to override. 
 
Actually, your own personality type is already an ideal if you already have or know how to 
develop it to create a balance.  Until you develop your type, you are vulnerable to your fears or 
to periods of exhaustion because continual adaptation requires confidence and energy.  
Inflexibility with your preferences, could easily lapse into inflexible thinking.  The flexibility that 
can help you adapt to different situations is acquired by learning about your opposite (i.e., the 
opposite to your preference).  You can find the description of your opposite in Appendix A in 
the SuccessTypes book by changing all the letters in your own type.  My type, for example, is 
INTP.  My opposite, therefore, is ESFJ.  When I read the description of the ESFJ, I can find 
examples of behaviors and thinking that are difficult for me, but they are behaviors that I can 
work on to develop that skill.  The chapter on stress and type, Chapter 11, gives suggestions for 
developing each type preference.  These are only a starting point, and you can develop your 
own.  For example, an incoming student at the University of Cincinnati med school (they also 
recommend the ESP to their students) recently sent me the following list that she developed to 
balance her sensing preference (verbatim, used with permission): 
 
“Techniques and training illustrations for developing Intuition: 
 
1.) imagine a room you've seen before. Challenge yourself to create as many different layouts 
of all pieces it includes. If you are viewing a bedroom, how many different ways could you 
orient it with the desk, chair, lamp, nightstand...etc. 
2.) Look at the clouds. How many different illustrations can you make out of a single patch in 
the sky? 
3.) mark a page with several dots across it. In no specific manner, create as many ways in which 
to connect them without overlapping with previous routes. 
4.) partner up with a friend and use only colors, mark a page by painting it in no apparent 
order/structured image. Switch pages and use a pen to make something out of the image of 
paint your partner made. imagine what could be and create something with the flow you sense 
the piece to have/convey. 



From what I understand developing our intuitive function strongly relies on pulling from our 
ability to imagine and re-orient our perspectives with more facility.”  This particular summary 
comment is perfection!  Here, a sensing type student has confronted her most difficult way to 
think and tamed it simply by defining it.  Wherever she is at this point in time, she will continue 
to develop a more refined balance in her skills that will lead to more expert thinking.  She will 
be “cognitively ambidextrous”, i.e., her thinking will be equally skilled between the two learning 
styles. 
 
When you take this approach, you are coping with your opposite preferences rather than being 
ruled by them.  You know when you are in your opposite preference because it is more difficult, 
i.e. like writing with your offhand.  You can do it, but suddenly you find you need to give it more 
attention, or it feels clumsy or awkward, and it definitely feels unskilled.  Thus, you get to use 
your personality type part of the day, but you have to work harder the rest of the time.  You 
could say that you are at play when circumstances fit your preferences and, conversely, you are 
working hard when they don’t.   
 
If you think about the way we use the word, “ideal,” it is a projection of ourselves into the best 
version that we can be.  Maslow called this self-actualization.  However, if you apply this 
concept to how you compare with others, you are doing it wrong.  Underachievers all share this 
mistake in common as an external locus of control, i.e., “my life is determined primarily outside 
of me.”  This locus of control inclines the student to assign responsibility to forces outside 
themselves.  In contrast, high achievers all self-actualize through an internal locus of control, 
“my life is primarily determined by me.”  If that is your attitude, then achieving an ideal thinking 
personality can become your reality.  If by chance I interviewed any of you, I was constantly 
looking for an internal locus of control in the way you expressed yourself.  If I found it well 
developed, I recommended a top priority ranking.   
 
This installment about an ideal type isn’t aimed at reteaching everything that you have covered 
in the ESP study guide.  Instead, I am helping you see certain key aspects of your own self-
awareness to reinforce their importance.  By now you should be aware that your exact opposite 
is the most valuable type for you to work with on a team because the thinking that is easy for 
them is difficult for you.  This leads to an overarching answer to the ideal personality type:  A 
person who understands themselves well enough to understand their opposite.  The result is not 
only their own maturation in thinking skill but also in communication skill.  
  
I’ll be sending the sixth installment just prior to orientation activities, so until then stay human! 
 
And, ask questions when you need to.   
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